
 EROSIVE TOOTH WEAR – A Study Guide 
 
EROSIVE TOOTH WEAR is a multifactorial process that may encompass acid erosion, 
abrasion, attrition and a combination thereof.  These processes are of chemical and 
physical, but not microbiological, in origin, and do not involve dental plaque.  
 
ABRASION is physical wear as a result of a mechanical process.  It includes toothbrush 
and floss abrasion, rough or hard opposing surfaces (eg,: unpolished porcelain occlusal 
surfaces against natural teeth) and even abrasion from food particles or the tongue. 
Sleep bruxism (including daytime clenching and grinding) can worsen the problem. 
 
ATTRITION is physical wear as a result of the grinding or clenching of opposing teeth. 
 
ABFRACTION is physical wear as a result of tensile or compressive stresses in the area of 
the CEJ (eg,: wedge shaped defects).  They are also called “Non-Carious Cervical 
Lesions”, or NCCL’s. 
 
ACID EROSION is the chemical dissolution of dental hard tissues without bacterial 
involvement.  The source of acids can be INTRINSIC or EXTRINSIC in origin. 
 
INTRINSIC ACIDS are acids originating in the stomach (hydrochloric acid) and can be 
related to gastroesophogeal reflux disease (GERD), bulimia or alcoholism. 
 
EXTRINSIC ACIDS are mainly acids of dietary origin and are a common cause of erosion.  
Extrinsic acid attacks can be derived from soft drinks, sports and energy drinks, fruit 
juices, fruits, wine, etc. 
 
SALIVA is an important biologic buffer (acid neutralizer) and is supersaturated with 
calcium and phosphate.  When there is less saliva (Hyposalivation), there is less dilution, 
less clearance and less buffering of acids in the mouth. 
 
SALIVARY (ACQUIRED) PELLICLE is a salivary pellicle which is deposited from the saliva 
on dental hard tissues.  This pellicle acts as a diffusion barrier and provides some 
protection from an acid challenge. 
 
WEAR:  The mechanism with which wear occurs is that the surface of enamel is 
softened (due to demineralization) which renders it susceptible to removal by forces 
generated during attrition and abrasion. Demineralization of enamel can take place at a 
salivary pH of 5.5 or lower, whereas dentin can begin to demineralize at a pH as high as 
6.2. 
 
Reference:  Barbour ME and Rees GR, The Role of Erosion, Abrasion and Attrition in 
Tooth Wear, J Clin Dent 17 (Spec Iss):88-93, 2006.   
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